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CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT 14-07
INTRODUCTION
This is the second internal audit of construction contracts administration by the City of
Sioux Falls. A similar audit was performed in 2007 by this office. Management had
suggested this topic be included in the 2014 Annual Audit Plan. The construction
contracts audited in this report were Design Bid Build contracts, or DBB. This is the
traditional method of procuring and administering construction projects in government.
The City has recently used the Construction Manager at Risk, or CMAR method for a
few projects such as the Denny Sanford Events Center and the Midco® Aquatic Center.
We are auditing the CMAR process used by the City as part of our 2016 Annual Audit
Plan.

BACKGROUND
The City of Sioux Falls awarded 68 formal construction contracts in 2014.
Construction projects with a monetary value under $49,999 (state bid threshold) are
administered by the City’s Engineering Division using an informal bid process. Projects
at $50,000 or greater are administered by the Engineering Division using sealed
competitive bids opened in a public forum. The City Council must give formal approval
to the bid. Once approved by the City Council, the Mayor signs the contract. The
Mayor’s signature legally binds the City to the contract. This audit focused on formal
contracts, those at $50,000 or greater.
Contract change orders are used to modify an existing contract. All change orders must
be authorized prior to work being performed. Change orders involving construction may
be approved by the City Engineer up to $25,000. All change orders for construction in
excess of $25,000 must be noticed to the City Council on the consent agenda under
communications and approved by the Mayor.
The City Engineer is responsible for all construction projects involving capital funds
(included in the City’s Capital Improvement Plan). The City Engineer has final authority
regarding all design and construction aspects of the project. The City Engineer assigns
an in-house engineer as the City’s project manager for each formal construction contract.
For larger contracts, a consulting engineer is often hired as a project manager as well. In
such situations, the City’s project manager and the consulting engineer both review pay
requests from the contractor and the City’s project manager approves the pay requests.
The City has recently begun using an incentive program on selected construction
projects. A small number of time-sensitive construction projects offer a financial bonus
to the contractor if certain deadlines are achieved. The financial incentive is to encourage
contractors to expedite construction activity; the bonus helps the contractor cover the
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additional costs for overtime to meet deadlines. The administration of the incentive
program was an audit objective of this report.
Four projects were incentivized in 2014. Two additional processes were incorporated
into the administration of these projects: 1) A requirement for a Plan of the Day meeting
and 2) A requirement for detailed up-to-date schedules by the contractor. The Plan of the
Day helps coordinate the work of the general contractor, subcontractors, and private
utilities. Detailed up-to-date schedules help the project managers quickly identify when
the general contractor is falling behind in the work schedule and jeopardizing the
achievement of finishing by the incentive deadline.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this audit were to:
1. Review current policies and observe procedures in place and compare to leading
practices to identify areas of improvement and frequency of formal review.
2. Determine if controls and processes are in place to effectively administer the
incentive program.
3. Determine if construction contracts are properly bid and awarded in compliance
with State law and City policy.
4. Determine if services and materials are properly billed and reviewed.
5. Determine if construction projects are effectively monitored, documented, and if
the quality of work is tested.
6. Determine if change orders are properly reviewed, approved, executed and
comply with State law and are in line with industry standards or range for change
orders.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
The scope of this audit included the procedures and internal controls for the
administration of formal construction contracts for 2014. The four contracts in 2014 with
financial incentives for early completion received additional audit work. Audit
methodology involved the following:
• Interviews with management including the City Engineer and project managers.
• Interviews with property owners affected by construction projects.
• A review of documents including City of Sioux Falls General Conditions for
Public Improvements and the Engineering Division Project Managers’ Manual.
• A review of State law and City policy related to construction contracts.
• Site visits to construction projects with project managers and the City Engineer.
• An inspection of source documents such as contracts, bid awards, change orders,
contractor pay applications and project files.
• Detailed testing of a random sample of change orders and construction contracts
with a 95% confidence level and a sampling error of plus or minus 3.5%.
• A risk analysis to identify potential risks and associated control activities.
• Research on leading practices in construction contracts administration.
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RESULTS
Current policies and procedures compared to leading practices
We performed the following audit procedures to review current policies and procedures
and compare them to leading practices for construction contract administration:
• Identify sources of leading practices.
• From these sources, compile a list of leading practices.
• Review Engineering Division’s policies and procedures, interview City engineers,
and observe construction sites to determine whether current practices are in line
with leading practices.
• Interview the City Engineer and observe documents to determine the frequency of
formal review.
We noted that policies and procedures are reviewed on a yearly basis and updated as
necessary. The City hired a consultant to review the General Conditions for Public
Improvements to ensure the policy was in line with leading practices. These were last
updated in December 2013. 1 We did research on leading practices in construction
administration and compared these to what the City is currently doing 2. We concluded
that the City’s policies and procedures for the administration of construction contracts are
in line with leading practices with two exceptions.
For situations where a third party/owner representative is hired to monitor the work
performed, a leading practice is that a statement should be provided before contract
signing indicating that no conflict of interest exists. The City of Sioux Falls does not do
this. We discussed this issue with the City Engineer and project managers. Sioux Falls is
a small city and Public Works management is generally aware of ownership situations for
contractors doing work on City projects. Additionally, consulting engineers have an
ethical responsibility to their clients to disclose any conflicts of interest. If they do not,
they could be at risk of losing their Professional Engineer (P.E.) license. We verified this
information by locating and reviewing the Code of Ethics for Professional Engineers.
A leading practice is for an agency to formally evaluate contractor performance against a
set of pre-established standard criteria and retain a record of performance for future use.
The City does not do this. However, in cases of substandard performance by a contractor
on a City project, documentation is placed in the project file and would be used by the
City to determine that a contractor was not a responsible bidder on future contracts. We
verified this in our audit work whereby an apparent low bidder on a 2014 project was not
awarded the bid. See page six of this report for further information.
We noted that the Engineering Division Project Managers’ Manual, published in March
2008 still had several sections which were blank with the phrase “to be completed at a
later date” including the sections on Project Development, Scoping, Design, and
1

General Conditions were adopted on 10/01/2000. Revisions were made 01/09/2006, 02/01/2007, 01/14/2010, and
12/02/2013. Revisions will be proposed for City Council approval in 2016.
2
See appendix on page 14 of this report for list of sources consulted as to leading practices.
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Inspection. The effect is that project managers especially those newly assigned to the
responsibility of project management do not have written guidance from the City
Engineer as to their responsibilities. See the audit recommendation on page 12 of this
report.
Incentive program
The purpose of the incentive program is to provide a strong financial incentive for
contractors to finish early on projects that are time sensitive because they affect a large
volume of commuting traffic or involve a school opening. The amount of the incentive
offered is a judgment call by the Public Works management team; however, local
contractors were consulted on what their challenges and costs would be to complete
projects early.
We performed the following audit procedures:
• Identify the 2014 projects which used the incentive program. Gain an
understanding of the purpose of the program, how it is administered, and how the
dollar amount of the incentive is determined.
• Interview business owners affected by the 41st Street project and the 2nd Avenue
project to determine if the City effectively communicated with them, their
concerns were addressed, and if they believed the incentive program was
successful.
• Determine if contractors met deadline(s) and earned bonus (es). If a contractor
did not receive any inventive bonus on a project that was eligible for a bonus,
inquire as to the circumstances that may have caused the contractor to not meet
the deadline.
The City incentivized four street projects in 2014 3. Contractors finished early on three of
the four projects. Two received the maximum possible incentive. One received a partial
incentive. Contractors earned a total of $476,000 in incentive pay in 2014. The one
contractor failing to meet the deadline to earn an incentive had problems with new
employees quitting soon after being hired due to the difficult nature of this particular
project. New workers had to be hired and trained resulting in a delay in finishing.
At the beginning of this audit, management asked us to inquire of property owners
affected by these projects about the quality of communication between the City and
owners and whether the City should continue using financial incentives for high-impact
projects. We telephoned or emailed property owners affected by the 2nd Avenue
downtown project and the 41st Street, Sertoma to Tea/Ellis Road project. All respondents
believed the City should continue using financial incentives. Communication between
the City with property owners on the 2nd Avenue downtown project and the 41st Street
Sertoma Avenue to Tea/Ellis Road was good before and during the projects. However,
property owners reported communication to be less satisfactory when problems with their
property developed as a result of construction activity. Once these issues were brought to
3

14-1010, 41st St. reconstruction; 14-1014, 12th St. restoration; 14-1022 Downtown 2nd Ave. reconstruction; 14-1031, 8th St.
& Cliff reconstruction.
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the attention of the City Engineer and the Public Works Director by Internal Audit, those
issues were resolved.
We concluded that the incentive program is achieving the objective of completing timesensitive, high-impact construction projects. Contractors are responding to financial
incentives offered by the City. Management’s use of the 1) Plan of the Day meetings and
2) requiring detailed up-to-date construction schedules appears to be successful at
ensuring timely completion of construction contracts.
Contracts properly bid and awarded in compliance with law and policy
We performed six audit procedures to test whether City construction contracts were
properly bid and awarded in compliance with State law and City policy. We tested a
random sample of 20 out of the 68 formal contracts awarded in 2014 for the following:
• Determine if they were properly advertised.
• Determine if there is a mechanism in place such that no conflicting information
is presented to interested parties should questions come up between the
advertisement of bids and the opening of bids.
• Review bid tabulations and determine if the low bidder received the bid award.
• Determine that the contractors awarded bids provided the required proof of
insurance, a performance bond, and the resulting contract was reviewed,
approved, and executed.
• Verify that a Notice of Award was delivered to the contractor, a Notice to
Proceed was delivered, and at least seven days elapsed between the Notice of
Award and the Notice to Proceed per City policy.
• Make inquiries of management and the City Attorney about the circumstances
surrounding the bid award for the Elmen Station Point contract where the
apparent low bidder did not receive the bid award. Determine if the City’s Bid
Protest procedures were followed.
We noted that contract 14-1017 awarded to Seal Pros did not appear on the consent
agenda of a City Council meeting in violation of ordinance 75-11. However, this
appeared to be a mistake and not a deliberate action. Management took steps to add a
procedure to make this less likely to happen in the future.
We concluded that the construction contracts tested in this audit were properly bid and
awarded in compliance with State law and City policy with the one exception. The
apparent low bidder on the Elmen Station Point contract was not awarded the bid in
accordance with City policy and procedure because of documented substandard
performance on previous contracts.
Services and materials properly billed and reviewed
We selected a small sample of 2014 contracts for detailed testing to verify the following:
• The consulting engineer/architect recommended approval of payment on all
contractor pay applications and the project manager concurred.
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The pay applications were mathematically correct, contract unit prices were being
used where applicable, and the applications reconcile to previous applications for
payments applied.
The total paid on the contract was equal to or less than the base bid plus all
approved change orders.
The final application for payment included certification from the State
Department of Labor indicating payment of unemployment compensation
contributions due in the performance of the contract. This is required by State
law.

The contracts were judgmentally selected to obtain a cross section of projects. The
contracts selected had different consulting engineer/architects, different project managers,
and different general contractors. They were all in excess of $ 500,000 so that there
would be multiple pay requests to test. The contracts tested were:
• 2014-1009 Fire Station 11 (new building)
• 2014-1010 41st Street from Sertoma Avenue to the Tea/Ellis Road, street and
utility improvements
• 2014-1022 2nd Avenue from 10th Street to 11th Street, street and utility
improvements
We noted no exceptions in our testing and we concluded that services and materials were
properly billed and reviewed.
Projects effectively monitored, documented, and quality of work tested

•

•

•

We also tested the construction contracts noted above to determine if they were
effectively monitored, documented, and that the quality of work was tested.
Verify that an engineer from the City’s Engineer office is assigned as a project manager to each
of the sampled construction projects and that the assigned engineer and the consulting engineer
are present on a regular basis to monitor work as it is performed. We also verified that the
engineers assigned and hired had professional credentials.
Discuss with project managers what tests are performed on materials and compare this to the
minimum testing requirements established by the City. Verify through on-site visits and
document inspection especially field test reports and materials test reports that minimum testing
by qualified consulting firms is occurring and documented. Note if there are any “failures” or
nonconforming test results on tested materials and how this is resolved.
Review the City of Sioux Falls Engineering Division Project Managers’ Manual to
determine what should be included in the project file. Verify that project files for the
projects sampled appear to include the most important items required by the Manual.
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Photos of Three Construction Projects Subject to Detailed Testing

Contract 14-1010 41st Street Sertoma to Ellis, in progress

Contract 14-1009 Fire Station 11, completed
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Contract 14-1022 2nd Avenue Downtown, before

Contract 14-1022 2nd Avenue Downtown, in progress
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Contract 14-1022 2nd Avenue Downtown, completed
Construction projects effectively monitored, documented, and quality of work tested
(continued)
An Engineer from the City’s Engineer office was assigned to each of the three sampled
construction projects as a project manager. A consulting engineer/architect was hired for
each of the three projects. The consulting engineer is generally at the construction site
full-time to monitor work as it is performed. The project manager from the City is at the
construction site on a regular basis but has other assignments to attend to as well. Punch
list items were corrected before final payment to the contractor was approved 4. The
auditor noted that the project managers and consultants appear very knowledgeable and
are licensed professionals.
Testing is meeting the requirements of the minimum testing requirements established by
the City. Testing is performed by qualified consulting firms and is documented in the
project files. Failures on tested materials were few and appear to have been satisfactorily
resolved.
The project files for the projects samples appear to contain the most important items as
required by the Engineering Division Project Managers’ Manual.
4

A punch list is a document prepared near the end of a construction contract identifying nonconforming work to be corrected
by the contractor before final payment will be made.
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We concluded that contract projects sampled were effectively monitored, inspected, and
the quality of work is tested.
Change orders
We performed the following audit steps to determine if change orders were properly
reviewed, approved, executed, and comply with State law and are in line with industry
standards or range for change orders:
• Perform research to determine if there is a commonly accepted standard or range
for change order dollar amount as a percentage of the original contract amount
and compared this standard or range to the City’s percentage for 2014 change
orders.
• Determine how consulting engineers are compensated and if there is a financial
incentive for them to be inclined to approve construction change orders.
• Select a random sample of 2014 change orders and performed the following tests:
a) change order did not appear to include work included in original contract and
consulting engineer and project manager reviewed request and approved it in
writing, b) change order was properly executed per City policy, c) change orders
were notice to the City as a Communication on a Council meeting agenda, d)
approved change order was added to the original contract base and this is
mathematically correct.
• Determine if approved change orders are in compliance with South Dakota
Codified Law 5-18B-9 that pertains to change orders to existing contracts.
• Identify any change orders (in the aggregate) that exceeded the base amount of
the contract by 25% or more. Determine if there was reasonable justification for
such a large increase and that the increase was not being used to compensate for a
low bid to win the contract.
The total change order dollar amounts for all 2014 formal construction contracts were
6.7% compared to the original contract price. This compares favorably to the 5-10%
range reported in research literature. 5 Consulting engineers hired by the City do not have
a financial incentive to be more inclined to recommend approval of change orders on
construction contracts. 2014 change orders on four contracts that exceeded the base bid
by more than 25% had a reasonable justification for such a large increase and did not
appear to be done to compensate for a low bid to win a contract. The sample of 20
change orders selected for testing did not appear to include work already included in the
base contract. These change orders were properly approved by the Mayor or City
Engineer depending on dollar threshold in accordance with City policy. Approved
change orders were correctly added to the original contract amount.
An issue noted during this audit was change orders appearing on the City Council
meeting agenda. According to our interpretation of ordinance 75-11, only change orders
exceeding the State bid limit need to appear on the Communications section of the
5

See sources consulted in appendix of this report on page 14.
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consent agenda. The City Attorney agreed with this interpretation. All change orders,
regardless of dollar amount, had been appearing on the agenda. We found during our
testing of 20 change orders that 15 appeared on the City Council meeting agenda and five
did not. However, of those five, only one exceeded the State bid limit and was required
to be on an agenda. Discussion with management resulted in a revision to policy
regarding which change orders appear on the Council meeting agendas and the revision
has been communicated to staff.
We concluded that change orders were properly reviewed, approved, executed and
complies with State law with the exception noted.

RECOMMENDATION
We made the following recommendation that addresses the referenced result on page five
of this report.
The Engineering Division Project Managers’ Manual should be reviewed, updated,
and completed by the City Engineer.
Management’s Response: Engineering’s Project Managers’ Manual is currently
75% complete. The manual will be completed, reviewed and updated as necessary by
November 1, 2016.
Management Representative Responding: Chad Huwe, City Engineer

Date of expected implementation: November 1, 2016

CONCLUSION
Based upon the audit work we performed, we concluded that the City’s Engineering
Division is effective in their administration of construction projects. Most leading
practices in construction administration are employed by the City. Construction contracts
are properly bid and advertised and comply with State law and City policy. Change
orders were properly reviewed, approved, and complies with State law. Construction
projects are effectively monitored, documented and the quality of work is tested. We
wish to thank Public Works management and staff for their assistance and cooperation
during this audit.

AUTHORIZATION
The Sioux Falls City Council approved this audit by resolution in December 2013 as part
of the 2014 Annual Audit Program. The Internal Audit Division operates under the
authority of an Internal Audit Charter adopted by City Council resolution 11-13.
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AUDIT STANDARDS
This audit was conducted in accordance with the International Standards for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors.

STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENCE
Internal Audit is administratively and operationally independent of the programs and
departments it audits, both in appearance and in fact. The Internal Audit Manager is
accountable to an Audit Committee appointed by the City Council per section 32.022 of
the Code of Ordinances of Sioux Falls, SD.

DISTRIBUTION OF REPORT
This report is intended for the information and use of the Mayor and City Council,
management, and others within the City of Sioux Falls. However, the report is a matter of
public record and its distribution is not limited.

PERFORMED BY
Richard Oksol, CPA, CGAP
Internal Audit Manager
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APPENDIX
Sources of leading practices in construction contracts administration:
Best Management Practices for Capital Projects
Washington State Office of Financial Management
January 2008
http://www.nasact.org/files/News_and_Publications/White_Papers_Reports/NSAA%20Best%20Practice
s%20Documents/2005_Construction_Services.pdf
Best Practices in Contracting for Construction Services
National State Auditors Association
March 2005
http://www.nasact.org/files/News_and_Publications/White_Papers_Reports/NSAA%20Best%20Practice
s%20Documents/2005_Construction_Services.pdf
Construction Contracts: Best Practices for Minimizing Risk
North Carolina Association of Defense Attorneys
NCADA Fall 2011 Seminar
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/construction-contracts-best-practices-91461/
Construction Audit Procedures
Richard L Townsend, R.L. Townsend & Associates
2006
Project Management Reference Guide
Nebraska Department of Roads
2012
http://www.transportation.nebraska.gov/project-managers/docs/pm-guide.pdf
Sources consulted to determine an industry standard or range for change orders:
The City of Austin Texas Public Works Division measures the average change order cost as a
percentage of original awarded construction cost. The goal is 5%.
http://nidwater.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/041514_ENG_Item2.pdf
Research Report to the CMAA Research and Development Committee from the Departments of Civil
Engineering, University of Southern California and California State University Long Beach (2006)
reports an average change order cost as a percentage of original awarded contract of 7.5%.
Summary Report: Development of a Change Order Management Process for Use on Construction
Projects at Michigan State University September 2004. An extensive review of change orders on
construction at Michigan State University showed change orders resulted in an 8.1% increase from
starting contract price. This study reported that outside architects, contractors, and subcontractors selfreported average rates from 5-10% of the original contract price. This study further reported that the
State of Michigan Department of Management and Budget (DMB) reported a 5-10% estimated change
order rate on projects at a meeting of the Construction Owners of America (COA) in East Lansing,
Michigan on April 2004.
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